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Stock Spirits Group Strategy
Focus on the following priorities:

Aim

Premiumisation

Millennials

Digital

M&A

Over 30% of Group revenue
to come from premium brands

Attract internationally-minded
consumers to our local
brands

Regularly communicating with
75% of targeted consumers
through digital channels

Consider larger, more material
M&A opportunities

How • Whisky strategy

• Marketing insight investment

• Combined IT/Digital strategy

• Cost and growth synergies

• New NPD process

• Provenance of local brands

• Brand portfolio enhancement

• World class brand partners

• Digital engagement

• Common digital marketing
architecture
• Digitalised processes

• Strategic rationale

• High Potential (HIPO)
management pipeline

• Geographic expansion

On a solid foundation of:

Strong governance:
• compliance
• ethics
• transparency

Engaged people:
• empowerment
• talent management
• line of sight

Focused resources:
• sales and operational planning
(S&OP) process
• insight-driven
• strategic planning

Small company agility:
• flat structures
• devolved responsibility
• speed
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Objectives, process, assumptions

Objectives and context

Objective: To ensure the IPO strategy remains relevant today, renew buy-in
and redefine ambitions
•

Since 2013 IPO, SSG Board and senior management has undergone
significant change

•

Company led strategy review process
• Led by the Group Leadership Team, with inputs from 20 senior managers
• Oversight and input from the Board guided executives during round-table
discussions

•

Revised strategy is now fully owned by the Group executive management
team
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How we have revised our strategy
Key revisions and improvements
•

•

•

Clearly defines Group values and
differences between SSG and its
competitors
Consumer focused with three out of four
strategic pillars addressing key
consumer trends
Brands are at the centre, with New
Product Development as an integral part
of the strategy

•

Strong focus on systems, processes and
governance

•

Prioritizes investment in sales, marketing
and digital

•

Collaborative Group focus rather than
country by country

•

An emphasis on our people at its core

Key commitments
•

Poland will be a pivotal part of the
Group’s future growth

•

Central cost base reductions now
achieved, but we will continue to
monitor for further efficiencies

•

Resources will be focussed on specific
opportunities that will deliver growth

•

We will remain price competitive in core
categories and continue to adapt our
price strategy where appropriate, but
will not allow the pricing environment in
Poland and the Czech Republic to
distract from our strategic objectives

•

Resource allocation will be driven by
consumer trends and brands that
address these trends
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SSG 3-Year Plan- key assumptions

• Future margin improvements in the Group cannot rely on recovery of
Mainstream pricing in Poland
• External operating environment continues to bring challenges- macroeconomic conditions and competitors pressures
• Potential M&A and bolt-on acquisitions are complementary and
dependent on opportunities arising, which align to our acquisition
criteria
• Quintessential investment will make a contribution by the end of the 3Year Plan
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Distinct and Unique Mission, Vision and Values
Stock Spirits Group

Key competitors in Poland

Our mission:

Roust

To make spirits drinking more enjoyable,
through our unique combination of superior
quality with local pride, understanding and
innovation

Mission: “to build a global company of
leading consumer brands”

Our vision:
To be the leading spirits company in
Central and Eastern Europe
Our values:

Vision: “provide affordable luxury for
everyone”
Values: “intuition”; “innovation”
Source: www.roust.com/ourmission

MBWS

Integrity in all we do

Mission: “to build a multi-regional company
through “mainstreamisation” of brands”

Small company agility and mentality

(Source: Press release from former CEO of MBWS)

Empowerment and trust for employees

Vision: “provide trustworthy, bold, flavourful
brands”

Equality of opportunity and respect for
diversity

Values: “enterpreneurship; excellence; team
spirit; innovation”

Cooperation
Source: www.mbws.com/ourgroup; www.mbws.com/ourvalues
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Our strategic ambitions

Our strategic ambitions for the next 3 years
Our vision: To be market leader in the Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) spirits
market
M&A ambition
•

Increase the scale of the Group through earnings-accretive M&A by 2020, assuming
that the opportunity meets our M&A criteria

Premiumisation ambition
•

Achieve over 30% of Group volumes from premium brands by 2020 (from 21.6% in
2017)

Millennials ambition
•

Grow selected core brands’ penetration of millennials by 10% by 2020

Digital ambition
•

Establish regular, digital communication with 75% of our target consumers for key
brands by 2020

Financial ambition
•

Increase profitability and shareholder value of the Group
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Where we are today
• SSG is the volume and value share leader amongst the spirits brand
owners in our wholly owned distribution markets (Poland, Czech
Republic, Italy, Slovakia, Croatia, Bosnia)
• The challenge is growth, both in volume and value
Brand owner relative size and performance in Stock wholly-owned
distribution markets
William Grants

Palirna
Brown
Foreman

St Nicolaus

Campari

Pernod
Roust

SSG

Diageo

Marie Brizard

Source: 2016 IWSR market data. Note: Size of bubble represents absolute volume in 2016
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SSG competitive strengths
Brand portfolio
• Authenticity and provenance of our local brands
• Strong established brands with scope for premiumisation
• Widest range of high margin local brands in Poland and Czech Republic
Distribution and commercial capabilities
• Critical mass of Off-Trade distribution platforms to retailers and consumers across our
geographies
• Quality of commercial execution in off-trade and, in key countries, On-Trade
World-class operations
• Manufacturing of high volumes to high quality standard with high customer service
• Buying power of centralised procurement
Business processes and capabilities
• Low leverage of Group’s balance sheet. Cash flow management
• Proven cost restructuring and turn-around track record
• Excellent legal and ethical compliance, strong reputation with customers and 3rd party brand
owners
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New opportunities since the IPO

• Growing national pride in Central Europe can benefit our brands with
strong local provenance
• Growing consumer affluence can fuel premiumisation of our local
brands with powerful brand values
• Millennials are the key emerging consumer group in CEE and a number
of our brands have unique appeal to millennials
• Flavoured Vodka back in strong growth in Poland driven by changing
consumption patterns of females and millennials
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Our strategy: market context

Consumer trends in our markets

Average spirits consumption
per annum per head (litres)
5.4
4.1

10.96
14.64
13.51
14.04
15.79

8.6 Spirits consumption per
7.4 head typically higher in
6.9 our markets
4.4
2.4

Digital

Poland
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Croatia
Italy

Average spirits price
per litre (euros)
20.52
19.58

Millennials

Region /
Market
North West Europe
Southern Europe

Premiumization

•

Consumers in our markets drink more per head than elsewhere in Europe, but
currently at lower than average prices
Total volumes are unlikely to grow, but consumer trends (e.g. rising disposable
income) support the current trend of drinking less but more premium spirits

M&A

•

Average spirits
prices in our
markets currently
lower than
elsewhere in
Europeopportunity to
premiumise
Source : Internal SSG estimates using 2017 IWSR market and population data
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Future growth will be driven by value
•

Flat or contracting volume will continue to make total spirits value growth dependent on
commanding higher average prices

•

Total spirits value growth has outperformed volume growth over the last 5 years
globally and in SSG’s wholly owned distribution markets. The spirits category has a
demonstrable ability to premiumise in response to consumer needs

Total spirits index vs 5 years ago

140

118

120

106

101
100

116
107

92

80
60
40
20
0

Total volume

Total value
Global

Source: 2016 IWSR market data

Average value per litre

SSG own distribution
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SSG markets- value share by category
•

SSG is leveraging its powerful distribution base in the largest categories

•

Vodka is by far the biggest category in the SSG markets- strong presence in vodka critical for scale

•

Flavoured Vodka and vodka-based liqueurs back in growth in Poland

•

Whisky has been the key growth driver for the last 5 years and will continue to be so

•

Rum & Herbal Bitters are far more significant growth drivers for SSG markets than globally

•

Spirit Aperitifs and Gin categories are in growth but from low base
100%

SSG markets % value share of total spirits by category

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

Cream Liqueurs
3.6%
5.5%
5.2%

4.3%
6.6%
4.3%

Limoncello

9.0%

8.6%

Low Strength Flavoured Vodka

7.9%

8.4%

Spirit Aperitifs

10.0%

Rum
14.6%

Flavoured Vodka
Brandy

30%
20%

Gin and Genever

38.8%

Bitters
34.6%

10%

Whisky
Traditional Vodka

0%

2012

2016
Source: 2016 IWSR market data
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SSG markets- sources of growth by category
•

Maintaining sustainable growth in our markets will require SSG to:
•

Maintain share in vodka, flavoured vodka and vodka based liqueurs (given critical mass)

•

Accelerate growth in categories where SSG has established strength already (Rum,
Herbal Bitters, Brandy, Fruit spirits)

•

Build presence in high growth whisky and emerging categories e.g Gin
Spirits category relative size and performance in Stock
wholly owned distribution markets
Whisky

Gin
Rum
Fruit
Cream spirits
liqueurs

Herbal Bitters

Clear vodka

Brandy

Full strength
flavoured vodka

Lower strength
flavoured vodka
based liqueurs

Source: 2016 IWSR market data. Note: Size of bubble represents absolute value in 2016
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Strategic pillars: execution

Premiumisation - Average pricing in SSG markets

SSG markets average price per litre by category (€)

25
22.23

20
17.38

17.29

16.77
15.07

15

14.61
11.55
10.17

10

9.73

9.01

5.76
5

3.98

3.23
2.14

1.64

2.64
1.24

1.07
-0.49

-1.10

Limoncello Traditional Flavoured
Vodka
Vodka

Low
Strength
Flavoured
Vodka

0

Whisky

Cream
Liqueurs

Grappa

Rum

Bitters

Gin and
Genever

-5

2017

Source: 2017 IWSR market data

Change vs 2012 euros
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Premiumisation in action
Under leveraged brands which
could be “Craft”

Develop our core brand equities into more
premium expressions

Reveal value in existing assets

Example : Bozkov Republica (executed in
Czech Republic and Slovakia)

Example : Syramusa from Limonce
(executed in Italy)

New High Margin Brands
Develop new brands in growth categories

Example : Black Fox (executed in Czech
and Slovakia)

• Retails at 50% above Limonce

Distribution Brands

Digital

M&A

• Retails at double the price of Bozkov
Original

• Sicilian provenance and authenticity

Millennials

• Imported rum and premium packaging

Premiumization

Established High Margin Core
Brands with equity

Work with distribution brand partners in
selected categories where we lack own
scale / credibility / competence. Build
competencies in growth categories
(whisky/rum/gin)

• New entrant in premium herbal bitters
category

Example : Jim Beam (executed in Poland,
Slovakia and Czech Republic)

• Retails at double the price of Fernet
Stock

• Retails at 50% above Stock Prestige
vodka
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Premiumisation in action: Bozkov Republica

Digital

Millennials

Premiumization

360-degree trial building campaign across On- and Off-trade
Integrated digital, TV, outdoor and press and sampling communication
Achieved 28.8% value share of imported rum five months post launch in Czech Republic

M&A

•
•
•
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Premiumisation : Whisky Strategy
• Whisky growing faster than total spirits in Stock’s core markets and total CEE
• Whisky commands higher average price per litre than total spirits, so is a premiumisation opportunity
Average whisky value per litre indexed vs
total spirits

Whisky category growth versus LY

12%

250
10%

9.6%
200

7.3%

8%

1.6%

198

Slovakia

Central
Europe and
Balkans

152

3.8%

4%

204
181

150

5.8%

6%

2%

185

100

2.9%

2.8%
1.8%

1.4%

50

0.9%

0%

0

Poland

Italy

Czech
Republic
WHISKY

Slovakia

Central
Europe and
Balkans

Poland

Italy

Czech
Republic

TOTAL SPIRITS

Our whisky strategy has three elements
Global distribution brand partners
(e.g. Beam Suntory & Diageo)
Progress to
date

•

•

Growing share and delivering growth in
Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and
Croatia
Distributing both Diageo and Beam
Suntory’s whisky brands in the Czech
Republic, where both perceive Stock as
best in class partner

Source: 2017 IWSR market data

Joint venture
with Quintessential Brands
•
•

Distribution agreements confirmed in
all our core markets
Capability enhancement in own whisky
development being supported through
QB JV team

Own whisky brands
(e.g. Printers)
•

•

Printers whisky ready for
relaunch in Czech Republic in
October 2018
New improved liquid and
packaging
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Millennials: Targeting the next generation
Who are they?

•

Limited brand loyalty. Heavily influenced by peer group

•

Entering peak spending years

•

Agnostic to big brands versus private label, but credible heritage, values and authenticity
are a priority

•

Demand personalized communication

•

Both sexes consuming spirits together- no longer a gender-specific product

How will we influence them?

Digital

“Digital natives” heavily influenced by digital channels

Millennials

•

Premiumization

“Millennials” broadly defined as 21 to 34 year olds

M&A

•

• Move our communications from mobile friendly to mobile centric. Optimize content and time
length
• Up-weight recommendations from peers and influencers so that they feel involved in the
development of the brand (co-creators)
• By appealing to their curiosity and their willingness to try something new
• Be personal and authentic. Talk about our values and the real people behind our brands
• Give a rapid response to customer queries or complaints. Respond in minutes not days
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Millennials: Brand targeting
• Driving penetration among millennials will increase volume and margin
• A number of our brands appeal strongly to millennials, but have relatively low
penetration amongst that audience. We will bring our portfolio to a wider number of
millennials

% penetration
of total
millennials
12%

% of total
drinkers who
are millennials
47%
% penetration
of total
millennials
9%

Source : Brand Health Trackers & SSG internal estimates

ITALY
% of total
drinkers who
are millennials
57%
% penetration
of total
millennials
16%

Digital

% of total
drinkers who
are millennials
51%

POLAND

Millennials

POLAND

Premiumization

M&A

• This activity will be mix and margin enhancing because the brands in our portfolio with
relatively stronger appeal to millennials typically deliver higher margin per litre than
SSG’s portfolio average

CZECH REP
& SLOVAKIA
% of total
drinkers who
are millennials
51%
% penetration
of total
millennials
13%
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Digital: Context and opportunity

Growing channel
E-Commerce estimated at 2.5% of alcohol beverages globally, but is fastest growing
channel and forecast to be 10% to 15% in next decade

The opportunity

Premiumization

•

B2C provides an easily accessible route to consumer and ability to use analytics to
target trends

•

Opportunity to have industry leading digital communications and e-commerce
capability versus local competitors

•

Impact of digital technology not just a marketing device- will be leveraged throughout
the business

Digital

•

Millennials

We aim to be the best of the local players in the Digital channel. B2B complements
distributor and retailer coverage and is already working in the Premium spirits sector
M&A

•

Key challenge
•

Understanding the future channel segmentation will be critical

Source: June 2017 Euromonitor International E-commerce report
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Digital in action

•

The aim of the KPIs is to assess and evaluate the likelihood of our consumers
becoming brand ambassadors

Brand

Awareness/
Familiarity

Consideration
/Trial

Regular use /
purchase

Digital

Based on the type of activity we will have 3 sets of KPIs, tailored to:
• Social Networks
• Paid Campaigns
• Websites

Millennials

•

Premiumization

Group-wide digital KPIs to measure effectiveness. Each campaign will have a predetermined list of KPIs to assess the success of that specific activity

M&A

•

Advocacy /
Recommendation

Brand Building
Brand Activation
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Digital execution: Keglevich relaunch (Italy)

Digital

Millennials

Premiumization

M&A

New Keglevich advert- June 2018
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Digital execution : Keglevich relaunch
•

Post launch analysis includes:
• NATIVE COD (CONTENT ON DEMAND / Advertorial)
• SOCIAL
• Search Engine (SEA) JUNE RESULTS
• Initial results well above benchmarks for all platforms
• COD achieved the best score ever measured in Italy by Zenith
• Reflects combination of interesting content (text/images/videos), interactive content (videos) and
premium network of websites selected.

Note:
IR% = Interaction rate
ER% = Engagement rate
CTR% = Click through rate
BENCH = benchmark pool of all consumer goods
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M&A: Key criteria

SSG’s M&A criteria in order of priority:
• Cost and growth synergies
• Brand portfolio enhancement
• Geographic expansion
• Strategic rationale
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M&A: Financing capability

•

SSG has significant capacity for strategic, value enhancing M&A

•

Existing Revolving Facility was extended in November 2017 through to 2022

•

Total financing facilities €370m
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SSG 2018-2020 Strategy Outlook: Summary
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Summary of our strategy

• Focused on value growth
• Aligned to consumer trends e.g. premiumisation and digital
• Differentiation from our key competitors
• Building a well invested, innovative and diversified product offering
• Being an agile business with a collaborative mentality
• Senior team with strong industry and local expertise
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Q&A
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